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After the death of his creator, in accordance to his masterÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s last wish, an Elder Lich

embarks on a journey to find his purpose in life. Along the way, he will have countless encounters,

and he will meet numerous adversaries. Follow him on his journey to fulfill the last wish of his

master. Follow him on his journey as he realizes that he is more than just a creature created to

perish as a shield. This is the story of Jiablu, the strongest undead caster.
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I liked the book, the concept was interesting... but I wanted to read more. I look forward to seeing

more of your work.

I enjoyed this one,bit short,not complicated,no stupid plot and i did not have a reason to skip any

pages...i simply enjoyed it from first to last page and thats why 5 stars......i will buy sequel



I started reading this before I went to bed. Ending up reading the entire book before going to sleep. I

can't wait to read the next one.

Great book! Lacking in character details but a pleasant read nonetheless

I will start out by saying that I didn't like this book when it first started out. I sorta hated the main

character, I thought he was another overpowered monster who kills without remorse and at first it

seems like that, but unlike many books like this, it seems that the character will be changing for the

better (I think, I don't honestly know since as soon as he started changing the book ends). The main

character in this book is an Elder Lich who trying to find the meaning to it's life through interaction

with humans. Its similar to the Overlord light novels except instead of the creator being the main

character, this book instead focus one of the monsters. Its sorta disappointing, at least to me, that

as soon as things seems to be getting interesting and we get to see the main character more often

(he really didn't play that big of a role in this book), the book just ends. I really hope the writer

release the next book soon.

Ordered to learn its purpose, an all-powerful arrogant creature with no knowledge or experience

with mortality, decides to take on a human form to fullfill its master commands. What follows is some

over the top violence with some character development in what feels much like a Japanese light

novel, especially in regards to the length, behavior, the setting and power grading of magic and

monsters. The story does take the occassional side step to other characters, if only because the

protagonist is mostly an observer and not a particular likable one at that. I am curious about the next

part...

Interesting. There are very few books written from the POV of an undead(unless you count

vampires, ugh), and it was refreshing to see the point of view from a lich. That said, not much

happened in this book. It almost seemed kind of "slice-of-life", as an undead lich goes about the

world to explore. I'm actually perfectly fine with that. He doesn't need to be a hero. But the book

intersperses his POV with almost unnecessary chapters from different humans POV that didn't

really add anything to the story. But oh well. I'll still buy the next book to find out what happens to

our MC.

Was expecting a have decent book to hold my interest over while I await my other series I read but i



think I'm going to have to add this to my list of books to wait on . Great story, good characters

especially jiablu, and several twists and turns. Book felt short though it may have been becuase i

was so enticed with it I just speed through digesting it.
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